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Abstract
Bacterial denitrification is a part of the global nitrogen cycle and comprises the stepwise reduction of nitrate to molecular
nitrogen, which is released to the atmosphere. Cytochrome c-dependent nitric oxide reductase (cNOR) from Paracoccus
(P.) denitrificans catalyzes the reduction of nitric oxide to nitrous oxide and water. This is a key step of the denitrification
chain as it involves reformation of the N-N bond that was split in nitrogen fixation processes. In addition, nitric oxide is
cytotoxic and nitrous oxide is a potent greenhouse gas. cNOR is an integral, two-subunit membrane protein, which contains
several redox-active metal cofactors essential for function. In P. denitrificans the enzyme is expressed from an operon
norCBQDEF, of which only norCB are the structural genes for the cNOR protein. The assembly process of cNOR, including
cofactor insertion, as well as the detailed catalytic function of the enzyme are largely unknown, which motivated this study.

Our results showed that cNOR can be expressed from only the norCB genes and that norQDEF are not essential for
folding, complex formation and heme cofactor assembly of the protein. However, we found that non-heme iron (FeB)
cofactor insertion into cNOR was dependent on the NorQ and NorD proteins, which were expressed from the nor operon.
These proteins were purified as a complex and our results indicate that they act as a molecular chaperone. We present
the cryo-electron microscopy structure of NorQ, which formed hexameric ring-shaped oligomers and was shown to have
ATPase activity. Our data further suggest that NorD functions as an adaptor protein in order to link NorQ to a specific
binding site at the cytoplasmic surface of cNOR. Based on our experimental data we present a model for FeB cofactor
insertion into cNOR.

Without co-expression of the NorQ and NorD proteins, the produced cNOR was inactive. It lacked FeB at the catalytic
center but was otherwise structurally intact. Therefore we used this protein to investigate the role of FeB in the mechanism
of nitric oxide and oxygen reduction of cNOR and compared our results to computational studies of the enzyme published
recently.

In vitro studies of membrane proteins, such as cNOR, are challenging because their function often depends on the
interaction with a biological membrane and specific phospholipids. We used two different membrane mimetic systems, lipid
nanodiscs and proteoliposomes, to study the effect of a membrane environment on the function of detergent-solubilized
cNOR. Our results indicate that the membrane bilayer of lipid nanodiscs and proteoliposomes, even when assembled using
the same lipids, has different properties with measurable effects on cNOR function.
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Abbreviations 

cNOR cytochrome c-dependent nitric oxide reductase 

NIR nitrite reductase 

HCuOs heme-copper oxidases 

Cox1 subunit 1 of cytochrome c oxidase 

cyt. c cytochrome c 

rubisco ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase 

VWA von Willebrand factor type A 

WB Walker B (motif) 

MIDAS metal ion-dependent adhesion site 

Ccm  cytochrome c maturation 

IMS intermembrane space 

TM transmembrane 

cryo-EM cryo-electron microscopy 

ICP-OES coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry 

ETPT proton-coupled electron transfer 
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Introduction 

This work, a study of the bacterial membrane protein nitric oxide 
reductase (NOR), addresses three general questions frequently asked when 
looking at protein functions in the biological cell:  

 
1) How are specific metal ions inserted into proteins?  
2) How do metal ions enable enzyme catalysis?  
3) How does the membrane environment modulate the function of a 

membrane protein?  
 
More specifically, we have identified and characterized a set of chaperone 

proteins, which mediate iron insertion into NOR. After blocking this metal 
ion insertion process, we purified and studied an iron cofactor-lacking 
variant, which led to new insights into the catalytic mechanism of NOR. 
Finally, by using two different membrane mimetic systems, lipid nanodiscs 
and proteoliposomes, we found that certain features of NOR function are 
strongly influenced by changes in the membrane environment. 

Biological membranes 
The cell is separated from its surroundings by a membrane, a hydrophobic 

barrier, which is impermeable for ions and charged molecules and mainly 
composed of a phospholipid bilayer and proteins. In eukaryotes, intracellular 
compartments are also organized by membranes. Biological membranes are 
flexible, self-repairing structures, which allow the cell to selectively import 
and export molecules and ions, processes mediated by membrane proteins. 
Phospholipids and membrane proteins interact mostly non-covalently and 
can diffuse freely within the lipid bilayer as described by the so-called fluid 
mosaic model [1]. A biological membrane is referred to as asymmetric since 
the composition of lipid types is different in the inner and outer leaflet and 
membrane proteins show a defined orientation relative to the membrane. In 
addition, lipid composition and presence or absence of specific types of 
lipids is species-dependent and can vary between different cellular 
compartments. For example, cardiolipin is only found in mitochondrial, 
chloroplast and some bacterial membranes [2].  
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It is emerging that membrane protein activity and also protein assembly 
relies on a specific lipid environment. Activity of bovine cytochrome c 
oxidase was shown to be dependent on binding two cardiolipin molecules [3] 
and delipidation of the yeast bc1 complex rendered the protein inactive but 
activity could be restored by addition of specific lipids [4]. Lipids can also 
play a role in protein complex formation as exemplified by the formation of 
respiratory supercomplexes. Association of the bc1 complex and 
cytochrome c oxidase was shown to require cardiolipin, which might act as 
“glue” between complexes [4, 5]. Unspecific lipid binding or recruitment of 
a specific subset of lipids is observed for some membrane proteins. For 
instance the Sec translocon from Escherichia (E.) coli preferably binds lipids 
with negatively charged headgroups, which are required for protein 
function [6].    

Metalloproteins 
It is estimated that about one third of all proteins in the average cell 

require metal ions [7]. Metalloproteins possess a metal site that comprises 
one or more metal ions bridged to specific ligands, which define the first 
coordination sphere involving amino acid side chains and/or organic 
cofactors. Metal sites fulfill various functions such as providing structural 
stability, the storage of metal ions, the transfer of electrons and O2 binding. 
Metal ion cofactors also catalyze a variety of reactions [8]. 

The primary and secondary metal coordination sphere in the protein 
modifies the properties of the metal in favor of a certain catalytic mechanism 
but also affects metal binding specificity [7]. For example, a subtle 
modification of the active site in a homolog of cytochrome c oxidase (the 
addition of a glutamate ligand to the coordination sphere) shifts the metal 
binding specificity from copper towards iron. The two metals, iron in NOR 
and copper in cytochrome c oxidase, are selected to optimize the catalyzed 
reaction of both enzymes [9]. Steric selection for a specific metal ion is 
however not perfect since the protein three-dimensional structure is to some 
extent flexible. Metal binding affinities are therefore better described, 
especially for nascent polypeptide chains, by the Irving-William series for 
divalent metal ions. This series, being relatively insensitive to the choice of 
ligands, gives a measure for the relative stability of each metal complex 
(Scheme 1) [7, 10]. 

 
 
 Ca2+ < Mg2+ < Mn2+ < Fe2+ < Co2+ < Ni2+ < Cu2+ > Zn2+     (Scheme 1) 
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In addition, the oxidation state of the metal has an effect on binding 
preference. To prevent binding of the wrong metal ion to the apo-
metalloprotein is therefore challenging for the cell [7].  

Specific strategies have evolved to allow accurate insertion of less 
competitive metals into their respective targets. Some proteins are only 
allowed to fold in specific cell compartments that also come with different 
metal ion compositions. In this way the metal is trapped after folding and the 
fully assembled metalloprotein can be transported back into other 
compartments, in which metal compositions are unsuitable for 
assembly [11].  

Another way to provide correct insertion of a metal is the involvement of 
delivery proteins, so-called metallochaperones, which provide metal 
insertion specificity by recognizing and binding the target protein. Some 
metallochaperones are involved in synthesis of organic metal cofactors such 
as hemes, others directly transfer the metal to the apoprotein [11]. Metal-
delivering chaperones have been identified for instance for the insertion of 
iron [12], nickel [13] and copper [14] into proteins.    

Aerobic respiratory chains 
All life depends on the ability to convert and to conserve energy in order 

to drive the manifold biochemical reactions in the cell. Nutrients, which are 
taken up from the environment, are oxidized by the cell in a stepwise manner 
and the free energy of these redox reactions is conserved.  

The aerobic respiratory chain is located in the inner mitochondrial 
membrane in eukaryotes and in the plasma membrane of bacteria and is the 
final stage of the energy harvesting process in the cell. Electrons from low 
redox potential donors are transferred over a series of metal cofactors, bound 
to several membrane protein complexes, to a high redox potential electron 
acceptor that is O2 (Figure 1). The free energy of the individual electron 
transfer reaction steps is used to move protons from the negative side 
(n-side; matrix/cytoplasm) to the positive side (p-side; intermembrane space 
(IMS)/periplasm) of the membrane forming a proton gradient across the 
membrane. In that way the released energy is conserved as an 
electrochemical gradient (∆µH), which is used for synthesis of ATP, often 
referred to as the cellular energy currency. The coupling of the formation of 
a proton gradient to ATP synthesis was first postulated in 1961 by Peter 
Mitchell with his chemiosmotic hypothesis [15], for which he was awarded 
with the Nobel prize in chemistry in 1978. 
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In mitochondria and many aerobic bacteria, electrons are transferred by 
NADH dehydrogenase from NADH to membrane soluble quinones (forming 
quinols), which act as electron carriers. Oxidation of succinate by succinate 
dehydrogenase also contributes to the reduced quinol pool in the membrane. 
Quinol (transports two electrons) is oxidized by the cytochrome bc1 complex 
and one electron is transferred to water soluble cytochrome c (cyt. c; 
transports one electron) in a mechanism called the Q-cycle. Finally, 
electrons from cyt. c are transferred to O2 by cytochrome c oxidase leading 
to the formation of H2O. NADH dehydrogenase, cytochrome bc1 complex 
and cytochrome c oxidase are involved in proton translocation across the 
membrane. The formed electrochemical gradient is converted into chemical 
energy by ATP-synthase. Here, protons flow with the proton gradient 
through the membrane-bound ATP-synthase complex allowing production of 
ATP. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 1: The aerobic respiratory chain in mitochondria and many bacteria. 
Electrons are shuttled by NADH dehydrogenase (DH) and succinate 
dehydrogenase (SDH) to the membrane quinone/quinol (Q/QH2) pool. The 
cytochrome bc1 complex (bc1) transfers electrons from reduced quinols to 
cytochrome c, which in turn reduces cytochrome c oxidase (CcO). Finally, 
molecular oxygen is reduced to water by cytochrome c oxidase. The reactions 
catalyzed by NADH dehydrogenase, cytochrome bc1 complex and cytochrome c 
oxidase are coupled to proton transfer from the n-side to the p-side of the membrane 
leading to formation of an electrochemical gradient (∆µH). ATP-synthase (F1F0) 
uses the electrochemical gradient to produce ATP.  
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In contrast to the schematic illustration in Figure 1, in which the 
respiratory enzymes are presented as separated functional units, it was found 
that NADH dehydrogenase, the cytochrome bc1 complex and cytochrome c 
oxidase form larger supramolecular assemblies also referred to as respiratory 
supercomplexes or respirasomes [16]. It also has to be noted that the 
composition of the aerobic respiratory chain in bacteria and archaea can 
deviate significantly from that in Figure 1 depending on the organism and 
the environmental conditions. For example, E. coli lacks the cytochrome bc1 
complex and has two O2-reducing terminal oxidases, bo3 oxidase and 
bd oxidase, of which the latter has high affinity for the substrate and is 
expressed at low O2 tension [17]. 

Denitrification chain 
The machinery for cellular respiration is found in all three domains of 

life. However, the respiratory chain in mitochondria depends on availability 
of O2 as the final electron acceptor. In contrast, bacteria and archaea evolved 
to use a broad range of other electron acceptors including elemental sulfur, 
sulfur oxyanions, nitrogen compounds or transition metals. Respiratory 
flexibility allows these organisms to successfully colonize oxic, micro-oxic 
and anoxic environments and to rapidly respond to environmental 
changes [17].  
Some denitrifying bacteria, such as Paracoccus (P.) denitrificans, can 
perform aerobic respiration as discussed in the previous chapter. However, at 
low oxygen tension P. denitrificans uses nitrogen oxyanions and nitrogen 
oxides as electron acceptors instead of O2 in order to keep the electron 
transfer chain functional. This is accomplished by expression of additional 
respiratory enzymes that substitute components of the aerobic respiratory 
chain (Figure 2). The overall denitrification reaction comprises the stepwise 
reduction of nitrate to molecular nitrogen (Scheme 2). 

 
NO3

-   NO2
-                      NO            N2O             N2    (Scheme 2) 

 
Quinone and cyt. c electron carriers are reduced by membrane-bound 

NADH dehydrogenase and the cytochrome bc1 complex, respectively, 
analogous to their function in the aerobic respiratory chain. Membrane-
bound nitrate reductase receives electrons from the quinol pool to reduce 
nitrate to nitrite on the cytoplasmic side of the membrane. Nitrite is shuttled 
into the periplasm by a nitrate/nitrite antiporter and is further reduced by 
water-soluble nitrite reductase (NIR) to nitric oxide (NO). Nitric oxide 
reductase (NOR) is a membrane protein and converts NO to nitrous oxide 
(N2O). As a last step periplasmic nitrous oxide reductase reduces N2O to 
molecular nitrogen, which is released to the atmosphere.  
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NIR, NOR and nitrous oxide reductase receive electrons from the 
periplasmic pool of water-soluble electron donors such as cyt. c [18]. 

Denitrification is a crucial part of the global nitrogen cycle effectively 
counteracting nitrogen fixation processes. The N-N bond, which was 
originally broken by nitrogen fixation, is re-formed by converting NO to 
N2O catalyzed by NOR, a key step in the denitrification chain. NO has a 
biological function in signaling processes and is used for host defense in 
eukaryotes as it is toxic. Some pathogenic bacteria can tolerate NO released 
by the immune system by expressing NOR. The product N2O, if released to 
the atmosphere, has environmental significance since it is a potent 
greenhouse gas and contributes to the depletion of the global ozone layer. 
Wastewater treatment plants and excessive use of fertilizers contribute to 
increased N2O release by denitrification [18, 19]. 

Interestingly, NOR is related and structurally similar to some terminal 
oxidases (e.g. cytochrome c oxidase) of the aerobic respiratory chain. This 
relationship is the basis for many speculations of how the respiratory chains 
in modern organisms have evolved, which will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 

 

 

Figure 2: The denitrification chain in Paracoccus (P.) denitrificans. The stepwise 
conversion of nitrate to molecular nitrogen is catalyzed by nitrate reductase (NAR), 
nitrite reductase (NIR), nitric oxide reductase (NOR) and nitrous oxide 
reductase (N2OR). The quinol pool in the membrane is maintained by NADH 
dehydrogenase and is used as a source of electrons by NAR and the cytochrome bc1 
complex (bc1). Reduced cytochrome c in the periplasm is formed by bc1 and is the 
electron donor for NIR, NOR and N2OR. Nitrate and nitrite are shuttled over the 
membrane by the nitrate/nitrite antiporter (AP). Note that denitrification-specific 
enzymes are colored purple, whereas enzymes also involved in aerobic respiration 
are in blue color [18].  
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Heme-copper oxidases 
Most terminal oxidases of the aerobic respiratory chain found in bacteria 

and archaea are related to mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase and are 
members of the superfamily of heme-copper oxidases (HCuOs). HCuOs 
have one subunit homologous to the catalytic subunit I of mitochondrial 
cytochrome c oxidase with 12 (or more) transmembrane (TM) helices 
containing six invariant histidines needed for cofactor binding. The HCuO 
active site has a binuclear center composed of a high-spin heme, which is 
ligated by one conserved histidine and is in close proximity (~5 Å) to a 
copper ion. The same core subunit harbors a second low-spin heme, ligated 
by two conserved histidines [20, 21].  

Cytochrome c oxidase couples exergonic O2 reduction (the product is 
H2O) to proton translocation across the membrane. The fingerprint of the 
proton uptake pathways involved in H2O formation and proton pumping is 
the basis for further division of the superfamily into the A- B- and C-family 
(Figure 3) [20]. HCuOs vary in the type of electron donor used (cyt. c or 
quinols), in the type of heme cofactors bound and in the number and types of 
additional subunits. All cofactors present in HCuOs can be found in subunit I 
and II except for C-type oxidases, which have a third subunit harboring two 
heme c cofactors [21].  

HCuOs of the A-family are best studied and include mitochondrial 
aa3 oxidase. The bovine enzyme has 14 subunits [22], whereas aa3 oxidase 
from P. denitrificans contains only four subunits [23]. It was shown that 
only subunit I and II are needed to yield a functional proton pump [21]. In 
A-type oxidases electrons are transferred over a bimetallic copper center CuA 
(bound to subunit II) and heme a to the binuclear center (heme a3 and CuB). 
The protons needed for H2O formation and pumped protons are transferred 
through proton conducting channels formed by H2O molecules and 
hydrogen-bonding networks involving protonatable/polar side chains [24].  

In A-type oxidases two proton pathways leading from the cytoplasm to 
the active site have been identified. The D- and the K-pathway, named after 
conserved key residues, seem to have different functional roles during 
catalysis. Kinetic studies on the catalytic cycle of aa3 oxidase revealed two 
major phases. The oxidative phase involves the stepwise reduction of O2 to 
H2O and in the reductive phase the active site cofactors are re-reduced. For 
each proton that is taken up for the oxygen chemistry at the active site 
another proton is pumped across the membrane. There is evidence that the 
D-pathway is associated with transfer of “chemical” protons during the 
oxidative phase and with proton pumping. In contrast, the K-pathway is used 
for delivering protons to the active site during the reductive phase [24].  
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Figure 3: The superfamily of heme-copper oxidases (HCuOs). The superfamily is 
subdivided into the A-type, B-type and C-type, which are involved in aerobic 
respiration and into NO-reducing NORs. The latter are subdivided into cNORs 
(cytochrome c-dependent) and qNORs (quinol-dependent). Only cofactor-containing 
subunits are shown. Cofactors found in HCuOs are copper (blue circles), heme (red 
circles) and non-heme iron (orange circles). C-type oxidases and NORs bind 
calcium (green circles). Proton transfer pathways are indicated as solid line arrows 
and electron transfer routes are shown with dashed line arrows. The mechanism of 
electron and proton uptake in qNOR is not known, which is indicated by red colored 
arrows. Homologous subunits are shown in same color [25, 26]. 
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HCuOs of the B- and C-type deviate from the A-family by a different 
cofactor composition. In addition, the presence of two c-cytochrome 
subunits is characteristic for the C-type. The B- and C-type oxidases 
generally have a higher affinity for O2 and therefore expression of either 
enzyme under low oxygen tension contributes to the respiratory flexibility of 
bacteria [24]. For example expression of C-type cbb3 oxidase might enable 
some pathogenic bacteria to successfully invade their hosts while having 
limited access to O2 [27]. B- and C-type HCuOs have only one proton 
transfer pathway leading from the cytoplasm to the active side, which is 
analogous to the K-pathway in aa3 oxidase (Figure 3). It was speculated that 
the absence of a D-pathway could allow for a higher affinity for O2 since in 
aa3 oxidase the proposed hydrophobic O2 uptake pathway and the 
hydrophilic D-pathway overlap to some extent [28]. Absence of the D-
pathway might also account for a lower pumping stoichiometry observed for 
B- and C-type oxidases compared to the A-type [28]. 

The HCuO superfamily also includes NO-reducing NORs, of which 
cNOR and qNOR are best characterized. The most striking differences 
between NORs and the O2-reducing HCuOs is that in NORs the CuB at the 
active site is replaced by iron (FeB) and that NORs do not pump protons 
across the membrane. cNOR (cyt. c-oxidizing) and qNOR (quinol-oxidizing) 
are named by the electron donor used. cNOR has two subunits, which are 
closely related to subunits CcoO and CcoN of C-type oxidases. NORs and 
C-type oxidases are the only members that contain calcium in their core 
subunit [29]. Because protons and electrons are both taken up from the 
periplasmic side of the membrane the reaction catalyzed by cNOR is non-
electrogenic [30]. The structure and function of cNOR will be discussed in 
more detail in the next chapter. 

 Single-chained qNOR has a periplasmic domain homologous to the NorC 
subunit of cNOR but lacks the heme c cofactor. The crystal structure of 
qNOR from Geobacillus (G.) stearothermophilus revealed the presence of a 
water channel leading from the n-side of the membrane towards the 
binuclear center [26]. This led to speculations that non-pumping qNOR 
could still contribute to the electrochemical gradient over the membrane by 
taking up protons via this water channel. Mutational analysis and 
experiments in vesicles support electrogenicity of qNOR but it remains 
unknown if a functional proton pathway from the cytoplasm is present [31].   
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The obvious similarities in sequence and structure between the O2-
reducing HCuOs and NORs have led to various speculations on whether 
aerobic respiration has evolved from anaerobic denitrification or vice versa. 
Studies on the evolutionary relationship between the different types of 
HCuOs are complicated by the fact that phylogenetic analysis of the 
superfamily only yields unrooted networks as a suitable outgroup has not 
been identified yet. A phylogenetic tree of the HCuO superfamily shows that 
C-type oxidases are closely related to NORs, whereas B-type oxidases 
resemble more the enzymes of the A-family. It is still under debate whether 
the first HCuO was already present in the last universal common ancestor 
prior to the great divergence or if it occurred later in the bacterial 
branch [25].  

One possible scenario considered is that modern HCuOs have evolved 
from an early NOR before oxygenic photosynthesis occurred about 
2.5 billion years ago and that a HCuO was present in the last universal 
common ancestor [32]. In this scenario an early C-type oxidase would have 
been the first O2-reducing HCuO because of its high similarity to NORs. 
Even before the advent of photosynthesis, O2 might have been available in 
some restricted niches [25, 32] and an O2-reducing HCuO was possibly used 
for detoxification. 

An origin of the HCuO superfamily within NORs/C-type oxidases was 
questioned since C-type oxidases have not been found in the archaeal 
domain yet and are considered underrepresented in the lower branches of the 
bacterial domain. In addition, it was suggested that the B-type oxidase is a 
bacterial invention and that archaea acquired the B-type via horizontal gene 
transfer [20, 25].   

 A-type oxidases can be found in all three domains of life and some 
studies point at an origin of HCuOs in the A-type prior to the great 
divergence [33]. However, it was argued that the absence of any HCuOs-like 
proteins in the plasma membrane (excluding aa3 oxidase in the 
mitochondrial membrane) of modern eukaryotic cells makes this scenario 
less likely [25]. 

 Avoiding the phylogenetic approach, a comparison of the structural and 
functional features within the HCuO family suggested that the A-family has 
most likely evolved last because it includes the functionally most 
sophisticated enzymes. It was further proposed that NORs were present first 
followed by the structurally closely related C-type oxidases, which in turn 
evolved into the B-type [34]. 
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Assembly mechanisms of HCuOs    
The assembly process of A-type aa3-oxidase has been extensively studied 

in model organisms such as α-proteobacteria, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and 
transgenic mice. The assembly machinery of bacterial aa3 oxidase is less 
complex compared to the mitochondrial enzyme, which requires at least 
30 assembly factors consistent with the large number of subunits found in 
the fully assembled complex (14 subunits in mammalian aa3, only four 
subunits for the enzyme of α-proteobacteria) [22].  

It is believed that aa3 oxidase assembly initiates at a seed around 
cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (Cox1) and proceeds in a modular process, 
in which the three core subunits (Cox1, 2 and 3) are pre-assembled 
individually before formation of the final complex [35]. Modular assembly is 
likely to be favorable for proper cofactor insertion.  

It was shown that assembly of the heme a/a3 sites in Cox1 occurs post-
translationally [36, 37] and that in yeast mitochondria the protein Shy1 
(Surf1 in mammalian mitochondria and bacteria) could be responsible for 
delivery of heme A to the heme a3 site [36, 38]. An additional (unknown) 
heme A insertase must exist for assembly of heme a [22]. This hypothetical 
protein might also populate the heme a3 site, which could explain why a 
fraction of cytochrome c oxidase can fully assemble after deletion of 
Surf1 [38].  

As observed for heme a/a3 assembly, the insertion of CuB most likely 
does not occur co-translationally [36]. Membrane anchored Cox11 has a 
soluble domain in the IMS, which contains a conserved CFCF motif [39]. 
Most likely dimerization of Cox11 allows formation of a 2Cu-4S center via 
the conserved motif and transfer of a copper ion to Cox1 to form 
CuB [40, 41].The insertion of the dinuclear copper center (CuA) into Cox2 
takes place after translation of Cox2 and translocation of the Cox2 soluble 
domain into the IMS facilitated by Cox18 [42] and Cox20 [43]. Since 
accessibility of the CuA site is limited in the formed Cox1-Cox2 complex, 
copper insertion was suggested to take place before complex formation [22]. 
Sco proteins, present in mitochondria and bacteria [44], can bind one copper 
ion via a thioredoxin-like motif (CXXXC) in their soluble domain and are 
anchored to the membrane by one TM helix [45]. It is likely that Sco 
proteins are needed for CuA assembly involving both, disulfide reduction of 
and copper transfer to the apo-CuA site [22]. Delivery of copper ions to Sco 
(for CuA insertion) and Cox11 (for CuB insertion) is facilitated by soluble 
Cox17 located in the IMS [22]. 
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Since cbb3 (C-type) oxidase also contains a CuB cofactor in the CcoN 
subunit, some of the aa3 assembly chaperones have homologous counterparts 
also used for cbb3 biogenesis. Although Sco proteins are proposed to be 
specifically used for CuA assembly in aa3 oxidase [22], there is evidence that 
homologous proteins could also be involved in CuB insertion. Absence of 
SenC (a Sco homolog) leads to impaired activity of cbb3 oxidase from 
Rhodobacter (R.) capsulatus, a bacterium that does not express aa3 
oxidase [46]. The observation that cbb3 maturation can be rescued by copper 
supplementation during growth [46] and cross-linking experiments suggest a 
function of SenC in copper delivery to CcoN [47]. An additional copper 
binding protein located in the periplasm of R. capsulatus, PccA, was 
discussed as a functional homolog of COX17 performing copper delivery to 
SenC (R. capsulatus) and Sco (mitochondria), respectively [14]. 
Interestingly, copper insertion into CcoN appears to be directly linked to the 
activity of a low-flux transporter CcoI located in the plasma 
membrane [27, 48]. Whether the heme b/b3 cofactors assemble 
spontaneously or need assisting chaperones, like Surf1 for heme A insertion, 
is not known. The cbb3 subunits CcoO and CcoP are c-cytochromes, i.e. they 
contain covalently bound heme B (named heme c). After translocation of the 
apo-cytochromes to the periplasm, heme c maturation occurs via the 
cytochrome c maturation (Ccm) system I [49], which recognizes the 
C1XXC2H heme binding motif in CcoO and CcoP [50]. It was shown that 
maturation of the catalytic subunit CcoN and of both c-cytochromes CcoO 
and CcoP occurs independently [51].  

Very limited information is available on the assembly process of NORs. 
Certain proteins that are genetically associated with cNOR [52] have been 
shown to affect cNOR expression and activity (discussed below) but a 
specific function of these accessory proteins was not identified. Heme c 
maturation in NorC is likely to proceed in a similar fashion as observed for 
the c-cytochromes of cbb3 oxidase mediated by the Ccm-System I [49]. 
However, cNOR does not possess any copper cofactors, instead a non-heme 
iron (FeB) is bound at the catalytic site in NorB [9]. In many cases non-heme 
iron sites form spontaneously in proteins [53] and spontaneous and co-
translational FeB assembly in NorB is one possibility. In contrast, post-
translational non-heme iron insertion would most likely be dependent on 
assisting chaperones, since FeB is deeply buried in the protein structure of 
fully assembled cNOR. Bacterial chaperones used for iron insertion into 
proteins are not well documented. One example is iron binding CyaY, found 
in several Gram-negative bacteria and homologous to eukaryotic frataxin, 
which has a general function in Fe-S cluster assembly and heme 
synthesis [12]. 
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Cytochrome c-dependent nitric oxide reductase  
Cytochrome c-dependent NOR (cNOR) is believed to have a sole 

function in denitrification, whereas quinol-dependent NOR (qNOR) is also 
used by some pathogenic bacteria to deplete toxic NO released by the host 
immune system [52]. The finding that cNOR does not pump protons and is 
non-electrogenic [30] is surprising, since the reduction potential of NO and 
O2 are similar. From a thermodynamic perspective the free energy from NO 
reduction by cNOR should therefore allow to contribute to the formation of 
the electrochemical gradient as cytochrome c oxidase does since both 
reactions can be fed with electrons from the same donor (cyt. c, see 
Scheme 3). A major motivation for gaining a more detailed picture of the 
structural and functional properties of cNOR is to explore if non-
electrogenicity has mechanistic reasons or if energy conservation was simply 
not gained or lost in the evolution of cNOR.  

 
 

    Scheme 3: 

2NO + 2H+ + 2e-        N2O + H2O          (E´° = 1.18 V) 

½O2 + 2H+ + 2e-                              H2O                     (E´° = 0.82 V) 

cyt. c (Fe3+) + 1e-                          cyt. c (Fe2+)         (E´° = 0.25 V) 

Structural and functional features of cNOR 

Structural data of NORs are available for cNOR from Pseudomonas (Ps.) 
aeruginosa [9] and Roseobacter denitrificans [54] and for qNOR from 
G. stearothermophilus [26]. cNOR was isolated from various organisms and 
was purified and crystalized as a hetero-dimer with a large catalytic subunit 
NorB (~52 kDa) and a smaller subunit NorC (~17 kDa) (Figure 4A) [55-57]. 

NorB is an integral membrane protein with 12 TM helices and NorC is 
anchored to the membrane with one TM helix and has a soluble domain in 
the periplasm. The cofactor composition in NorB comprises two non-
covalently bound hemes: low-spin heme b, ligated by two histidines and a 
high-spin heme b3, ligated by one histidine. In addition a non-heme iron 
cofactor (FeB) is bound, coordinated by three histidines and a glutamate. FeB 
and heme b3 form a binuclear center that serves as the active site required for 
binding and reduction of NO (Figure 4B). Heme b3 and FeB are spin-coupled 
in the oxidized enzyme and were found to be connected via a µ-oxo bridge 
in the crystal structure [9, 58-60].  In the NorC subunit a heme c cofactor is 
bound with two histidines as the axial ligands [9].  
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Figure 4: Overall crystal structure (A) and features of the binuclear center (B) of 

cNOR from Ps. aeruginosa. (A) cNOR is composed of two subunits NorB (grey) 
and NorC (blue). NorC contains a heme c cofactor in the soluble domain in the 
periplasm (p-side) and is anchored to the membrane via one TM helix. NorB has 
12 TM helices and binds a low-spin heme b, a calcium ion, a high-spin heme b3 and 
a non-heme iron FeB. (B) The binuclear active site is formed by heme b3 and FeB 
spin-coupled via a µ-oxo bridge. Residues involved in heme b3 and FeB coordination 
derive from TM helices VI, VII and X (PDB ID: 3O0R [9]). The figure was produced 
using the PyMOL software [61].  

In the P. denitrificans enzyme electrons are delivered by soluble electron 
donors such as cyt. c, which interacts with the periplasmic domain of NorC, 
and are passed over heme c (Em = 310 mV), heme b (Em = 345 mV) to the 
active site cofactors heme b3 (Em = 60 mV ) and FeB (Em = 320 mV) [56, 62]. 
The reduction potential of heme b3 is surprisingly low when compared to the 
average reduction potential of the catalytic heme of the other HCuOs (e.g. 
Em = 220 mV in P. denitrificans aa3 oxidase [63]), which leads to a 
significant thermodynamic barrier for complete reduction of the enzyme. It 
has been suggested that a catalytic heme with low potential might be 
necessary in NORs in order to prevent formation of a stable Fe2+-NO 
species, which could inhibit catalysis [62].  

In cNOR, a calcium ion is coordinated at the interface between the NorB 
and NorC subunits. Since the coordination sphere involves propionate side 
chains of both, heme b and heme b3, the calcium ion might be involved in 
proper heme positioning and in modifying heme reduction potentials [9, 64].  
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No equivalents of the proton uptake pathways from the cytoplasm (D- and 
K-pathway) of O2-reducing HCuOs are present in cNOR. Instead, three 
hydrophilic channels leading from the periplasm towards the active site were 
proposed based on the cNOR crystal structure and molecular dynamics 
simulations [9, 65]. Only one of them was confirmed to be a functional 
proton transfer pathway by mutagenesis experiments [66]. Hydrophobic 
channels that connect the protein-lipid interface with the active site are most 
likely used for uptake of the hydrophobic substrate NO [9].  

More recently, the crystal structure of a complex between cNOR and NIR 
was published, indicating that respiratory supercomplexes are not an 
exclusive feature of the aerobic respiratory chain. Substrate channeling 
within a NIR-NOR supercomplex might limit the toxic effects of NO in the 
cell [67].  

cNOR from P. denitrificans can be expressed heterologously in E. coli 
showing a similar steady-state activity as the wildtype enzyme 
(40-70 e-/s) [56]. Maximal turnover rates are obtained at 5 µM NO, at higher 
NO concentrations substrate inhibition can be observed [55]. Substrate 
inhibition was suggested to arise from reaction of NO with the µ-oxo bridge 
at the oxidized binuclear center [68]. Beside NO reduction activity, cNOR 
was shown to reduce O2 to H2O, however, turnover rates are relatively low 
(2-5 e-/s) [56].  

Catalytic mechanism of cNOR 

By combining structural, kinetic and computational data, much progress 
has been made in understanding catalysis in cNOR. However, there is still a 
debate about the exact mechanism of NO reduction. Three major 
mechanisms were considered for how each of the two NO molecules binds 
to the binuclear active site and how the N-N bond is formed, yielding a 
hyponitrite intermediate (Figure 5) [52]. 

 
 

       

Figure 5: Suggested mechanisms for NO binding to the active site followed by 

formation of a hyponitrite intermediate in cNOR.  
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A trans-mechanism was suggested [30, 52, 55, 59] (Figure 5A) that 
involves binding of one NO molecule to each active site cofactor via the 
nitrogen atom. Spectra from electron paramagnetic resonance experiments 
using a rapid-mixing freeze-quenching approach were interpreted to show 
formation of an iron-nitrosyl dimer, which would support the trans-
mechanism [69]. In contrast, computer calculations, using hybrid density 
functional theory, showed that binding of a second NO molecule to FeB 
would result in an intermediate too high in energy to be formed [70].  In 
addition, myoglobin with an engineered binuclear metal site similar to that in 
NOR was used as a model to investigate the mode of NO reduction. In this 
study, the observation of a dinitrosyl intermediate was taken as support for 
the trans-mechanism [71]. However, this interpretation was questioned since 
no hyponitrite intermediate was observed and NO reduction in the 
engineered myoglobin model could substantially differ from the mechanism 
in the native NORs [70]. 

Computational analysis of one turnover in cNOR strongly favors the 
cis:b3 mechanism (Figure 5B), involving formation of a cis-hyponitrite at the 
heme b3 site [68]. The calculated energy profile for a cis:b3 mechanism show 
that NO reduction and N2O formation are highly exergonic steps in cNOR 
catalysis and that therefore re-reduction of the oxidized binuclear center 
must be endergonic. Endergonicity of electron transfer (coupled to proton 
transfer [72]) to the active site is linked to the low reduction potential of 
heme b3 and means that the re-reduction phase is rate-limiting during 
turnover [68]. These observations might also explain why cNOR does not 
contribute to the formation of an electrochemical gradient across the 
membrane. It was argued that electron and proton uptake from opposite sides 
of the membrane and proton pumping would add to the endergonicity of the 
re-reduction phase [73], which would lead to lower NO reduction rates and 
possibly toxic effects for the cell. 

A mechanism, in which both NO molecules form a cis-hyponitrite at the 
FeB site, therefore named cis:FeB mechanism (Figure 5C), was suggested 
based on the observation that in bo3 oxidase the CuB cofactor binds two NO 
molecules [74]. In addition, it was argued that NO binding to the reduced 
heme b3 could be too tight to allow catalysis and that the low redox potential 
observed for heme b3 (Em = 60 mV) is needed to keep the cofactor oxidized 
while NO binds to FeB [62]. However, for the fully reduced, unliganded 
active site of cNOR it is generally accepted that NO would initially bind to 
the high-spin heme [70]. A proposed mechanism that involves binding of the 
first NO molecule to FeB while heme b3 is occupied by a hydroxyl 
ligand [75] leading to a cis:FeB mechanism was found unlikely for energetic 
reasons [70].  
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The nor gene cluster from P. denitrificans 
In P. denitrificans the structural genes coding for cNOR, norC and norB, 

are part of a larger gene cluster norCBQDEF (Figure 6) [19], which is under 
control of one promoter induced by NO [76]. norQDEF are often referred to 
as “nor accessory genes” and prior to this work the proposed functions of 
these genes were highly speculative based on mutagenesis experiments (see 
below). Interestingly, single-chained qNOR (norZ) is not genetically 
associated with any additional genes [52]. It was therefore argued that the 
function of norQDEF might be linked to the obvious structural differences 
between both types of NORs. Possible roles of the nor accessory genes in 
formation of the NorCB complex, membrane insertion of cNOR and/or 
heme c insertion were proposed [52, 77]. The overall organization of the 
gene cluster varies between different denitrifying bacteria (e.g. norEFCBQD 
in Agrobacterium tumefaciens). The norQ and norD genes are invariably 
linked to norCB, whereas the norE and norF genes can be absent from the 
operon [52]. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 6: The nor gene cluster from P. denitrificans. The gene cluster is an operon 
and includes the structural genes of cNOR, norC and norB (blue), and the so-called 
nor accessory genes norQDEF. NorQ (green) resembles one AAA+ module and 
NorD (red) carries the von Willebrand factor type A (VWA) domain. NorE and 
NorF (grey) are predicted to be membrane proteins [19, 52]. 

NorQ and NorD 

NorQ (30 kDa) belongs to the MoxR protein family, which is a 
subdivision of the large group of AAA+ ATPases [78]. AAA+ proteins are 
often involved in molecular remodeling events and they, as well as the 
MoxR family, will be introduced in more detail in the next chapters. NorQ is 
homologous (~50 % sequence identity) to CbbQ, an activase involved in 
structural remodeling of bacterial ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-
oxygenase (rubisco) [79]. 
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NorD (70 kDa) carries the von Willebrand factor type A (VWA) domain 
at the C-terminus [52]. VWA domains have a general role in mediating 
metal-dependent protein-protein interactions [80]. No proteins can be found 
in the databases that are homologous to the N-terminal sequence preceding 
the VWA domain in NorD. 

Mutational analysis in vivo revealed that denitrification was impaired 
when NorQ or NorD were deleted, affecting NOR and NIR function. More 
specifically, a deletion of NorQ or NorD in P. denitrificans led to a loss of 
all NIR and 80 % of cNOR and remaining cNOR was inactive [19]. In 
contrast, a knockout of NirQ (homologous to NorQ) in Ps. stutzeri yielded 
inactive cNOR in vivo but the enzyme was found overexpressed by a factor 
of two. It was therefore suggested that NirQ has a function in regulation of 
cNOR at the protein level [81].  

NorE and NorF 

NorE (18 kDa) is predicted to be membrane-bound by five TM helices 
and is homologous (30 % sequence identity) to TM helices III-VII of A-type 
HCuO subunit III [52]. It was therefore suggested that NorE might resemble 
a third subunit of cNOR under physiological conditions. However, cNOR 
was purified only as a dimer. It was reasoned that NorE might be weakly 
bound to NorCB and that the established purification method for cNOR is 
potentially too disruptive for co-purification of a hypothetical NorCBE 
complex [82]. NorF (8 kDa) is predicted to be a membrane protein with two 
TM helices and shows relatively high sequence variation in different 
organisms, indicating low selective pressure [52].  

A deletion of norE and norF in P. denitrificans had no effect on cNOR 
expression but lowered NO reduction activity in vivo to about 10-20% [19]. 
Experiments in vivo with R. sphaeroides showed that cNOR function was 
affected in a norEF-lacking strain, but only after chronic exposure to NO. In 
a strain containing norEF no such effect was observed. It was concluded that 
NorE and NorF potentially bind cNOR and stabilize the enzyme to prevent 
turnover-dependent suicide inactivation [82], similar to the effects observed 
for A-type HCuOs after removal of subunit III [83]. 
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AAA+ remodeling machines 
As already indicated by the name, AAA+ ATPases (ATPases Associated 

with various cellular Activities) show an exceptional diversity of function 
and can be found in all three domains of life. AAA+ proteins (also referred 
to as molecular motors) have a general function in remodeling 
macromolecules such as nucleic acids and proteins using ATP hydrolysis to 
carry out the required mechanical work. AAA+ motors are involved in many 
fundamental cellular processes such as DNA replication, transcription and 
recombination. In addition, protein disaggregation, folding, complex 
formation and degradation are typical functions of AAA+ ATPases [84].   

The AAA+ core module consists of about 220-240 residues and is divided 
into two subdomains, one larger α-helical/β-sheet (α/β) domain at the 
N-terminus and a smaller all-α helical part at the C-terminus (Figure 7B). 
The majority of AAA+ proteins form oligomers and the most common 
assembly is a hexameric ring (Figure 7A) but the number of subunits can 
vary [84].  

The ATPase site is located at the interface of adjacent monomers and 
consists of several motifs, which are essential for function (Figure 7C). The 
Walker A motif GXXGXGK[S/T] has a function in binding the nucleotide 
phosphate groups. The less conserved Walker B (WB) motif typically 
contains an aspartate, needed for coordination of Mg2+, followed by 
glutamate, which activates a water molecule for nucleophilic attack on the 
γ-phosphate during nucleotide hydrolysis. A mutation of the WB glutamate 
therefore generally still allows ATP binding, whereas nucleotide hydrolysis 
is impaired [85].  Additional functional features of the catalytic site that are 
not strictly conserved comprise an arginine finger and the sensor I/II 
residues, which are also involved in nucleotide binding and hydrolysis [86].  

The remarkable functional diversity of AAA+ motors can be explained by 
additional inserts into the AAA+ core, various substrate binding modes, 
which can involve mediating adaptor proteins, and by different orientations 
of the AAA+ monomers within the ring [84, 85, 87]. Many AAA+ proteins 
bind their target substrate close to the axial pore of the ring followed by 
threading of the substrate through the pore [84]. The loops lined inside the 
pore of AAA+ motors that are involved in unfolding/remodeling processes 
often contain a conserved aromatic-hydrophobic-glycine motif, which is 
associated with the AAA+ threading function [88].  
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Figure 7: Structural features of AAA+ ATPases exemplified by the crystal 

structure of cso-CbbQ from Halothiobacillus neapolitanus (PDB ID: 5C3C) [89]. 
(A) The most common assembly of AAA+ proteins is a hexameric ring. (B) Each 
monomer contains an AAA+ core module (220-240 residues), which consists of a N-
terminal large (α/β-fold with β-sheets highlighted in yellow) and a small C-
terminal (all-α) subdomain. (C) The catalytic site is formed at the interface between 
two subunits and contains several motifs important for nucleotide binding and 
hydrolysis: the Walker A and B motif, an arginine finger and sensor I/II 
motifs [84-86]. The figure was produced using the PyMOL software [61].         
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It is astonishing how AAA+ motors can function on a broad range of 
substrate macromolecules and still retain high substrate specificity 
considering that they are structurally based on the same core module.  

A representative example of AAA+ function are AAA+ proteases, such as 
well characterized ClpXP. AAA+ proteases are ring assemblies that consist 
of an AAA+ unfoldase and a peptidase. Prior to substrate unfolding, 
threading and transfer to the peptidase proteolytic chamber, the AAA+ 
unfoldase binds via a so-called engagement tag on the substrate. The 
engagement tag is part of an unstructured sequence and its recognition by the 
AAA+ unfoldase axial pore is the simplest mechanism providing binding 
specificity [90]. However, some AAA+ proteins have been found to laterally 
interact with their targets not involving the axial pore (see e.g. [91]). Except 
for an engagement tag, substrates may also have secondary recognition 
signals that bind to adjacent domains to the AAA+ core. In addition, 
substrate binding can be mediated by additional adaptor proteins thereby 
increasing binding specificity [88]. Examples for different interaction modes 
with the substrate and possible results of protein remodeling by AAA+ 
motors are presented in Figure 8. 

The mechanistic details of AAA+ motors are only partly understood. 
Current models suggest that conformational changes at the catalytic site 
driven by ATP hydrolysis translate to structural rearrangements at more 
distant parts of the AAA+ motor that interact with the substrate (directly or 
via adaptors). Such structural rearrangements can involve rotation of the 
large α/β-domain relative to the small all-α domain [92], affecting the overall 
ring architecture or repositioning of the pore loops [84].  

As more and more structural data of AAA+ motors become available, it is 
clear that AAA+ rings frequently deviate from a perfect six-fold symmetry 
and it is considered likely that these states are functionally relevant (see e.g. 
[92-94]). In addition, open (“broken”) ring assemblies were observed, which 
in some cases are likely to be essential for AAA+ function [95, 96]. 
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Figure 8: Examples for interactions of AAA+ ATPases with their substrate and 

remodeling mechanisms [90]. (A) A substrate protein complex binds laterally to 
multiple subunits of the AAA+ ring. Conformational changes in the AAA+ motor 
during ATP hydrolysis leads to disassembly of the substrate complex and the 
separated proteins are then released. This mechanism was suggested to be similar to 
the recycling of the SNARE complex by the NSF protein in membrane fusion 
events [90, 97]. (B) Using ATP hydrolysis the AAA+ ring pulls an exposed loop of 
an apo-protein into the axial pore, which induces distortions of the substrate protein 
structure. Conformational remodeling might be essential for effective cofactor 
insertion into some substrates, which was suggested for ALA-synthase, an enzyme 
involved in heme biogenesis [90, 98]. (C) The AAA+ motor breaks a substrate 
polymer by unfolding one polymer subunit due to translocation through the axial 
pore. This mechanism is exemplified by the ATP-dependent severing of 
microtubules [90, 99].   
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MoxR protein family 
MoxR proteins contain the AAA+ domain and form a large and 

widespread protein family comprising seven subfamilies. At least one MoxR 
subfamily member is present in each bacterial (except for Fusobacteria) and 
archaeal phylum but none have been identified in eukaryotes yet. Despite the 
fact that they are ubiquitous in bacteria and archaea, MoxR proteins in 
general are poorly characterized. However, by comparing the limited 
experimental data available, it was concluded that MoxR proteins are likely 
to represent a family of molecular chaperones that remodel their targets. It 
was further suggested that their primary role could be to mediate metal 
cofactor insertion processes, since many MoxR targets are metallo-
proteins [78].  

MoxR proteins are often genetically linked to proteins containing a VWA 
domain [78]. VWA proteins are best studied in eukaryotes, where they have 
a general role in mediating metal-dependent protein-protein interactions. 
VWA domains contain a conserved motif named metal ion-dependent 
adhesion site (MIDAS), by which a divalent cation is bound. A general 
mode in facilitating protein-protein interactions by VWA domains involves 
the MIDAS-coordinated metal ion with a sixth ligand, usually an acidic 
surface residue, contributed by the target protein and stabilizing the protein-
protein interaction (Figure 9) [80]. The observation that genes coding for 
MoxR and VWA proteins often co-occur suggests a functional dependence.  

 
                           

                          

Figure 9: Schematic mechanism of protein-protein interactions mediated by VWA 

domain proteins. A divalent metal ion (often Mg2+) is coordinated by the MIDAS 
motif (blue sticks) located in the VWA protein. A sixth ligand to the metal 
coordination sphere, usually an exposed acidic surface residue (purple stick), is 
contributed by the binding target protein. The protein-protein interaction is 
therefore stabilized via the coordinated metal ion [80]. 
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 The majority of eukaryotic VWA proteins are extracellular and VWA 
function has been extensively studied for cell adhesion processes and for the 
interaction with the extracellular matrix. In contrast, only limited 
information is available on bacterial and archaeal VWA proteins but it is 
assumed that the majority of prokaryotic VWA domains can bind divalent 
metal ions [80]. 

It was suggested that a MoxR protein is required for metal cofactor 
insertion into methanol dehydrogenase, CO dehydrogenase and cNOR [78]. 
Methanol dehydrogenase is used by methylotrophic bacteria and contains a 
pyrroloquinoline quinone cofactor and a calcium ion essential for 
activity [100]. Experiments with different organisms suggest that the moxR 
gene, name-giving for the whole superfamily and coding for the AAA+ 
protein, might be associated with calcium insertion into methanol 
dehydrogenase [101, 102]. The observation that nearby genes (moxC and 
moxL) code for VWA domain proteins and that deletion of moxL yields an 
enzyme that lacks calcium [103] was taken as support for a function of moxR 
in calcium insertion [78].  

CO dehydrogenase enables some bacteria to use CO as an electron donor 
for respiration. The active site of CO dehydrogenase consists of a unique 
[CuSMoO2] cluster and its assembly is dependent on CoxD (MoxR protein) 
and CoxE (VWA protein) encoded by neighboring genes [104, 105]. It was 
suggested that partial unfolding of CO dehydrogenase by the AAA+ motor 
(CoxD) makes the apo-protein [MoO3] site accessible for copper and sulfur 
insertion. In addition, CoxE was found likely to bind to CoxD via the VWA 
domain to support functional cooperation of both proteins [104]. CoxD was 
observed to mostly form dimeric and hexameric oligomers and both states 
are shown to have ATPase activity [106].  

Rubisco catalyzes the first step of the Calvin-Benson-Bassham cycle 
involving fixation of CO2 by photosynthetic organisms. So-called rubisco 
activases, which are AAA+ ATPases, are required for release of an 
inhibiting sugar phosphate from the active site of rubisco. It is established 
that the activation mechanism involves ATP-dependent structural 
remodeling of rubisco [107, 108]. 
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Some chemoautotrophic proteobacteria, that perform “dark” CO2 fixation, 
express a rubisco activase, CbbQ, that is also a MoxR protein. CbbQ forms 
hexameric rings, is a functional ATPase and binds CbbO, a VWA protein. 
CbbQ could activate rubisco alone but full activation was dependent on 
presence of CbbO. Mutational analysis indicates that the VWA domain is 
used for metal ion-dependent interactions with a conserved acidic residue on 
the surface of rubisco and that the axial pore of CbbQ is mechanistically not 
relevant. An activation mechanism was suggested that involves binding of 
CbbQ to rubisco using CbbO as an adaptor protein. Binding of the CbbQO 
complex to rubisco stimulates ATPase activity of CbbQ and the mechanical 
force is transmitted via the adaptor, possibly also directly, to rubisco, which 
results in active site remodeling and inhibitor release [79].  

The crystal structure of cso-CbbQ, a protein located in the 
α-carboxysomes of chemoautotrophic Halothiobacillus (H.) neapolitanus, is 
available (Figure 7). Combined sequence conservation and structural 
analysis suggest that the small all-α domain of the AAA+ module, 
contributing to most of the lateral concave surface of the hexameric ring, is 
involved in substrate binding by cso-CbbQ [89]. Even though CbbQ does 
not participate in metal insertion, its function could have mechanistic 
similarities to NorQ (needed for activation of cNOR), considering the high 
sequence identity of both proteins (~50 %).  

MoxR proteins are closely related to metal chelatases, supporting the 
anticipated function of MoxR proteins in metal insertion events. Metal 
chelatases are AAA+ proteins that also employ VWA proteins for metal 
insertion into porphyrin rings during synthesis of cobalamin and 
chlorophyll [109]. However, some MoxR proteins are likely to have 
functions other than metal insertion, which is summarized in [78, 110].  

Previous mutagenesis experiments (see above) in P. denitrificans and 
Ps. stutzeri showed that NorQ (MoxR protein) is involved in cNOR 
maturation but mechanistic details remained unknown [19, 81]. As will be 
presented and discussed below for Paper I and III, we have data supporting 
that hexameric NorQ and its genetically associated VWA protein NorD form 
a complex and that both proteins are involved in non-heme iron cofactor 
insertion into cNOR. 
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Methodology 

UV/Vis spectroscopy 

As introduced earlier, HCuOs contain redox-active heme cofactors, which 
are essential for electron transfer to and catalysis at the active site. Hemes 
absorb ultraviolet (UV) and visible (Vis) light due to excitation of 
delocalized electrons of the heme porphyrin ring, giving rise to a 
characteristic light absorbance spectrum (Figure 10). The specific 
wavelength of individual peak maxima depends on the type of heme (a, b, c 
or o) bound, the oxidation state of the central iron, the presence and type of 
ligands and the electrostatic environment of the heme group provided by the 
protein. This makes light spectroscopy a powerful tool for identifying and 
characterizing specific catalytic intermediates and investigating the kinetics 
of HCuO function.  

 
 

               

Figure 10: UV/Vis absorbance spectrum of cNOR. The fully oxidized enzyme has a 
peak in the Soret-region at 410 nm (black line), which is red-shifted to 420 nm upon 
full reduction of cNOR (red line). In the α,β-region of reduced cNOR a peak at 
550 nm and a shoulder at 560 nm originate from heme c and heme b, respectively. 
Besides showing a higher and more narrow peak in the Soret-region, only minor 
changes are observed when CO is bound to the reduced enzyme (purple line)[111].   
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Flow-flash and CO-recombination experiments 

The so-called flow-flash technique can be used to capture transient 
kinetics of HCuOs and has contributed to a large extent to the knowledge 
that we have today on the catalytic mechanisms of these enzymes.  

The setup for flow-flash experiments comprises three major components: 
a light-detecting device, a laser and a stopped-flow apparatus (Figure 11). 
Samples of cNOR are prepared by incubating the fully reduced enzyme 
under CO atmosphere in custom made Thunberg cuvettes. CO binds to the 
catalytic high-spin heme with high affinity thereby blocking the active site 
from binding to other ligands. The CO-blocked enzyme is then loaded into 
one syringe of the stopped-flow apparatus while a second syringe is filled 
with substrate buffer, containing various concentrations of O2 (or NO). Both 
solutions are simultaneously pushed into a cuvette, which acts as mixing 
chamber until a third stop-syringe is filled. With a delay of about 200 ms the 
stop-syringe triggers a short laser flash illuminating the sample. This breaks 
the photo-labile Fe2+-CO bond at the high-spin heme, causing the release of 
CO from the active site. For cNOR, substrate binding to heme b3 and 
subsequent proton-coupled electron transfer (ETPT) is then followed as a 
change in absorbance over time at a defined wavelength and recorded with 
an oscilloscope. The concentration of CO in the sample has to be carefully 
adjusted to ensure that CO rebinding does not interfere with the 
measurements.  

 

Figure 11: Schematic procedure of the flow-flash technique. Reduced and CO-
blocked cNOR is mixed with substrate solution in a cuvette using a stopped-flow 
machine. After mixing and with a delay of ~200 ms a laser flash causes dissociation 
of CO from heme b3, which allows subsequent substrate binding to the active site. 
The kinetics of substrate binding and subsequent reactions are followed as a change 
in absorbance over time using a light-detecting device and an oscilloscope.  
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CO-recombination experiments are used to characterize the kinetics of 
CO (re-) binding after the laser flash. The data are collected in a similar 
fashion as in flow-flash experiments, but mixing of the sample with a 
substrate solution is not required. CO-recombination kinetics can give 
important information about the structural integrity of and electron/proton 
transfer processes to the active site in HCuOs. 

Steady-state activity measurements with NO as substrate 

cNOR multiple turnover activity was determined by measuring NO-
consumption rates using a NO sensitive electrode. These measurements were 
performed with purified enzyme as well as with crude membranes. E. coli 
has no other proteins that contribute significantly to NO reduction in the 
membrane. Therefore, measurements with crude membranes provided a 
relatively fast way to determine the functional consequences for cNOR after 
mutational manipulations of the nor operon.  A NO-saturated solution was 
injected in 10 µM steps to anoxic reaction mixtures containing cNOR, which 
allowed later calibration of the measurements (Figure 12). The reaction was 
initiated by addition of an electron donor and electron mediators. Since the 
enzyme is substrate inhibited, sigmoidal NO consumption kinetics are 
characteristic for cNOR [55]. Maximum rates were extracted for activity 
calculations at NO concentrations < 5 µM, at which no substrate inhibition 
occured. 

 
 

            

Figure 12: Example trace from NO multiple turnover measurements with cNOR.  
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Single-particle cryo-electron microscopy  

Single-particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is used to determine 
the 3D structure of proteins and thus complements crystallographic 
approaches and nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. Cryo-EM is 
based on relatively old technological principles but only within the last 
decade advances in detector technology and data processing algorithms 
made it possible to solve protein structures at near atomic resolution [112]. 

For a cryo-EM experiment, the protein sample is prepared in a thin layer 
of vitreous ice supported by a grid, which is accomplished by rapidly 
freezing the sample in liquid ethane (T~ -180 ºC), a method called plunge 
freezing [113]. After collecting images of the sample using transmission EM 
a set of 2D representations of the particles in the micrographs are picked, 
aligned and averaged computationally. The resulting 2D average classes 
represent different orientations and sometimes different structural states of 
the protein. By assigning appropriate Euler angles to the 2D class averages a 
3D electron density map can be calculated, which after further refinement is 
used as the basis for a structural model of the protein [114]. 

Cryo-EM is a very powerful method to investigate the native structural 
arrangement of proteins and large protein complexes, as the proteins stay 
fully hydrated in the vitreous ice layer and protein crystallization is not 
required. To some extent characterization of heterogeneous particles, that for 
instance represent different conformational and mechanistic states, can be 
studied within the same sample, which is not possible when protein crystals 
are used. The general workflow of a cryo-EM experiment is presented in 
simplified terms in Figure 13. 

 

        

Figure 13: Workflow scheme of a single-particle cryo-EM experiment. After 
optimization of protein expression and purification the protein sample is prepared in 
a thin layer of vitreous ice on a supporting grid by plunge freezing. After data 
collection, a set of particles is picked from the micrographs and used for calculation 
of 2D class averages. Provided that in the 2D classes contain various particle 
“views”, a 3D map can be built, which after further refinement can serve as a 
structural model for the protein of interest [114]. 
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Membrane mimetic systems 

Purification and in vitro characterization of membrane proteins often 
involves extraction from their native membranous environment and 
solubilization using detergents (Figure 14A). However, it was shown that in 
many cases membrane protein function depended on the presence of specific 
phospholipids and on unspecific interactions with the phospholipid bilayer 
(see e.g. [3-6]).  

One approach to study the function of a membrane protein in a more 
native environment is its reconstitution into proteoliposomes (Figure 14C), 
which are especially suited to investigate vectorial transport processes over 
the membrane. Many established preparation methods yield proteoliposomes 
with a diameter in the nanometer range [115-117], which results in a 
membrane curvature higher than observed for the plasma membrane of 
living cells (e.g. the E. coli cell has a diameter of ~1 µm and eukaryotic cells 
are significantly larger). Biological membranes are crowded environments 
and roughly 50% (by mass) is constituted by membrane proteins [118]. 
Molecular crowding in membranes has an impact on the diffusion of 
phospholipids and membrane proteins but also on protein 
oligomerization [119, 120]. However, in proteoliposomes the lipid:protein 
ratio is typically relatively high compared to biological membranes. Hence, 
proteoliposomes do not mimic the molecular crowding of native membranes. 

An alternative to proteoliposomes as a membrane mimetic are so-called 
phospholipid nanodiscs first introduced in 2002 [121, 122]. Nanodiscs are 
round patches of a phospholipid bilayer surrounded by two amphipathic 
membrane scaffold proteins in a belt-like configuration (Figure 14B). The 
engineered membrane scaffold protein originates from serum apolipoprotein, 
which has a physiological function in lipid transport. Several variants were 
constructed, which produce nanodiscs with various diameters in a range of 
10-17 nm [123]. Although they are unsuitable for vectorial transport studies, 
nanodiscs have several advantages over proteoliposomes. First, it was 
observed that the phospholipids in nanodiscs behave less fluid, which 
together with a lower lipid:protein ratio might resemble the crowding of 
native membranes better than proteoliposomes [124, 125]. Second, 
nanodiscs are smaller and thus scatter less light than liposomes, which is 
advantageous for spectrophotometric measurements. In addition, nanodiscs 
form a flat phospholipid bilayer more similar to the low curvature plasma 
membrane of living cells. 
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Figure 14: A detergent-solubilized membrane protein compared to different 

membrane mimetic systems. (A) Hydrophobic membrane proteins (blue) are 
commonly solubilized with help of amphipathic detergents (purple). (B) A lipid 
nanodisc is a circular membrane patch (grey) surrounded by two membrane 
scaffold proteins (red), which allows reconstitution of one or several membrane 
proteins (blue) in a phospholipid bilayer. In this study we used nanodiscs with a 
diameter of ~13 nm using the MSP1E3D1 construct [123]. (C) Proteoliposomes are 
spherical membranes (grey) with relatively high curvature containing one or more 
membrane proteins (blue) and are often used for transport studies. For our 
experiments we produced proteoliposomes with a diameter of ~30-40 nm. 
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Summary of the papers 

The aim of Paper I was to investigate the function of the nor accessory 
genes norQDEF and their possible involvement in cNOR maturation. In this 
study we expressed cNOR heterologously in E. coli from a plasmid 
pNOREX containing the complete nor operon. We purified cNOR via an 
engineered C-terminal 6-His tag on the NorB subunit. This is different from 
previous cNOR purification protocols, which are based on ion-exchange 
chromatography [55, 56]. The modified protocol allowed faster preparation 
of cNOR with high purity and using milder conditions since we could avoid 
the relatively high salt concentrations ([NaCl2] > 500 mM) used for ion-
exchange chromatography. We showed that the His-tagged enzyme (H-WT) 
is very similar to untagged cNOR (WT) in regard to the UV/Vis absorbance 
spectrum, subunit composition, NO multiple turnover activity [56] and CO 
binding kinetics [72, 126], thus indicating that the His tag does not 
compromise protein function.  

We further found that cNOR was still expressed when norQDEF was 
genetically removed from the operon. The purified protein (H-WT∆QDEF) 
was indistinguishable from H-WT on SDS-PAGE and showed a very similar 
light absorbance spectrum indicating that the NorCB dimer was assembled 
and that all heme cofactors were correctly bound, respectively. A general 
function of the nor accessory genes in protein folding, NorCB complex 
formation or heme insertion, which was suggested earlier [52, 77], is thus 
considered unlikely. However, multiple turnover measurements with NO as 
substrate revealed that activity of H-WT∆QDEF was dramatically lowered 
to about 10 % of H-WT (Figure 15).    

The metal content was analyzed using two independent methods: 
photometrically using iron-chelating ferene and by inductively coupled 
plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES). Measurements with 
H-WT∆QDEF using the ferene method showed a decrease in non-heme iron 
to 20 % and ICP-OES data showed that the total iron content was decreased 
to 75 % compared to H-WT. These results are consistent with a loss of the 
active site non-heme FeB cofactor, which in turn is presumably the reason for 
the observed loss of activity in WT∆QDEF (Figure 16A and B). Calcium 
levels were not significantly affected in H-WT∆QDEF (Figure 16C).  
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In addition we found it unlikely that the FeB site in H-WT∆QDEF was 
occupied by any other of the metals tested since the levels of Cu, Mg, Mo, 
Ni and Zn by ICP-OES were negligible.  

We further performed CO recombination experiments to investigate 
ligand binding kinetics of cNOR. Here we found that even in the absence of 
the FeB cofactor (H-WT∆QDEF) the high-spin heme b3 could still bind CO 
with similar biphasic kinetics as observed in H-WT and WT [72, 126] 
containing an intact binuclear active site. We thus assume that the structural 
changes at the active site in H-WT∆QDEF are only minor and that they are 
limited to the loss of FeB. 

 

      

Figure 15: Multiple turnover measurements with NO for purified cNOR after 

mutagenesis of the nor operon. NO reduction activities are presented relative to 
H-WT and are shown as the mean (± SD) from two independent measurements. The 
figure was taken from Paper I.  

           

Figure 16: Metal analysis of cNOR preparations. The non-heme iron content was 
determined photometrically using the ferene method (A) and total metal content 
including iron (B) and calcium (C) was measured by ICP-OES. Shown is the mean 
value (± SD) from three (A) and two (B and C) independent measurements. The 
figure was taken from Paper I.    
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We also tested the function of the nor accessory genes by individual 
deletion of norQ, norD, norE and norF. A significant part (~75 %) of each 
gene sequence center was removed in-frame to minimize the possibility of 
polar mutation effects [127], presumably still allowing translation of a 
truncated and non-functional protein. A deletion of norE or norF resulted in 
active cNOR with the same characteristics as H-WT, whereas the deletion of 
norQ or NorD yielded inactive protein identical to H-WT∆QDEF. Our 
results are consistent with in vivo experiments, in which a deletion of norQ 
or norD in P. denitrificans and a deletion of nirQ (norQ) in Ps. stutzeri still 
allowed expression of inactive cNOR. However, no specific function of 
norQD was identified in these studies [19, 81]. Our data indicate that NorQ 
and NorD are molecular chaperones cooperatively involved in non-heme 
iron insertion into cNOR, while norE and norF are not essential for the 
assembly of active cNOR. It was previously suggested that MoxR proteins 
(like NorQ) and VWA domain proteins (like NorD) are in many cases 
functionally linked [78], which is consistent with our results. In addition, our 
finding that FeB is essentially lost when cNOR is expressed without NorQ 
(or NorD) supports the idea of MoxR proteins having a general function in 
facilitating metal cofactor insertion events, which was suggested 
previously [78, 106].  

It was recently proposed that NorE and NorF could function as additional 
subunits to the NorCB dimer. It was further reasoned that NorEF might bind 
to cNOR with only low affinity and that current preparation methods are too 
disruptive to observe them in the purified complex [82]. However, by using 
our relatively mild His tag-based purification method for cNOR, which 
avoids high salt concentrations, we could not detect NorE and NorF in the 
final purified sample by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry. We also tested 
the idea of NorE and NorF having a role in stabilizing cNOR to prevent 
turnover-dependent suicide inactivation of the enzyme [82], a phenomenon 
observed for subunit III-deficient aa3 oxidase [83]. Our extended multiple 
turnover experiments with NO in crude membranes exposing cNOR to NO 
for ~3500 turnovers did not show an effect on activity after deletion of norE 
or norF. However, a turnover-dependent inhibition of cNOR might only 
occur on an even longer timescale and we do not know if norEF is 
sufficiently expressed in E. coli.   

Possible mechanisms for how NorQ and NorD facilitate FeB insertion are 
discussed in detail in the summary of Paper III. 

 
In Paper II we used the H-WT∆QDEF protein, expressed without NorQ 

and NorD and lacking the non-heme iron at the active site, to further 
investigate the functional role of the FeB cofactor in cNOR catalysis. The 
FeB-less cNOR still contained the wildtype sequence of NorC and NorB and 
a functional comparison to H-WT was therefore not biased by mutational 
modification of cNOR. 
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We found that multiple turnover activity of FeB-less cNOR was not only 
impaired using NO as substrate (see above) but also O2 reduction was found 
to be dramatically decreased (to ~ 3% of that in H-WT). This shows that FeB 
is essential for both the mechanisms of NO and O2 reduction in cNOR. 

For practical reasons, O2 is often used as substrate when studying 
transient enzyme kinetics of cNOR using the so-called flow-flash 
technique [72]. Briefly, in flow-flash experiments the high-spin heme b3 is 
blocked by CO, which prevents binding of substrate (O2 or NO). After 
mixing of the fully reduced enzyme with substrate solution, a short laser 
flash breaks the photolabile Fe2+-CO bond and proceeding of a single 
turnover of O2 reduction or two turnovers with NO as substrate (see 
methodology section).  

Previously, flow-flash measurements with O2 revealed that electron 
transfer and proton transfer to the active site are kinetically coupled in 
cNOR. In addition, the rate constant of proton-coupled electron transfer 
(ETPT) is dependent on the bulk pH. These observations led to a model, in 
which a protonatable group (pKa = 6.6), which is in equilibrium with the 
outside bulk pH, is the direct proton donor to the active site (Figure 17) [72].  
 

 

Figure 17: Reaction of cNOR with O2 in flow-flash experiments. (1) Fully reduced 
and CO-blocked cNOR is mixed with substrate solution. (2) After release of CO 
from the catalytic heme b3 by a short laser flash, O2 (1 mM) binds with a time 
constant (τ) of 40 µs to heme b3. (3) On the longer timescale and with τ = 25 ms (at 
pH = 7.5) proton-coupled electron transfer (ETPT) from the low-spin hemes to the 
active site occurs, reducing O2 and oxidizing the enzyme. Proton transfer is 
modelled to occur from a proton donor (AH+) in proximity to the active site and this 
donor is also in equilibrium with the bulk pH [72].  

Using the flow-flash technique we could show that O2 binding in cNOR 
does not involve FeB since the time constant of the initial fast phase 
(τ = 40 µs), representing O2 binding, was unchanged in H-WT∆QDEF 
compared to H-WT (Figure 18A).  
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As described above, O2 binding is followed by a second slower phase in 
the millisecond time range representing oxidation of the low-spin hemes 
(c and b) due to ETPT to the active site. We observed that the ETPT phase 
still occurred in absence of FeB but its relative amplitude, indicating the 
extent of oxidation of the low-spin hemes, was smaller (Figure 18A). In 
addition, the data showed that in H-WT∆QDEF the amplitude of ETPT 
increased with a lower pH but the rate constant was not pH-dependent in 
contrast to the fully assembled cNOR (data not shown) [72].  

Our findings are consistent with a calculated energy profile for the O2 
reduction mechanism of cNOR published previously [128] (Figure 19B). In 
the FeB-less cNOR, O2 is most likely partly reduced but the mechanism stops 
presumably at the PN state. Formation of PN also involves transfer of a 
proton, consistent with our observation that the extent of cofactor oxidation 
in H-WT∆QDEF is pH-dependent (data not shown). 
 

 

Figure 18: Flow-flash experiments comparing H-WT (blue trace) and the FeB-less 

H-WT∆QDEF (red trace) with using O2 (A) or NO (B) as substrate. (A) O2 binding 
was observed as a rapid phase after laser flash-induced dissociation of CO from 
heme b3 at t = 0. A second phase showed slow oxidation of the low-spin hemes due 
to ETPT to the active site. (B) Only the timescale of (biphasic) NO binding to 
heme b3 was plotted, the data for the ETPT phase (absent in H-WT∆QDEF) is not 
shown. NO binding could be observed after release of CO at t = 0. The figures were 
taken from Paper II.  

By adding the fully reduced enzyme to a solution of 20 µM NO we could 
measure pre-steady-state NO consumption with a NO sensitive electrode. 
We interpreted the rapid pre-steady-state kinetics as initial NO binding to the 
active site of cNOR. The experiments showed that without the FeB cofactor 
only one NO molecule is bound, whereas two NO molecules can bind to the 
native binuclear active site. The FeB cofactor is therefore not only essential 
for NO reduction but is already involved in pre-steady-state NO binding.  
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Figure 19: Energy diagrams for NO (A) and O2 (B) reduction in cNOR 

constructed using data from [68, 70] and [128], respectively. The figure was taken 
from Paper II. 
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Previously, we also observed a proton-coupled electron transfer (ETPT) 
phase in flow-lash experiments with cNOR using NO as substrate [129]. 
However, data analysis of flow-flash experiments with NO is complicated by 
the fact that four electron-reduced cNOR will perform two turnovers with 
NO and by interfering substrate inhibition effects [129]. Our results in 
Paper II showed that NO can still bind to heme b3 in the absence of FeB but 
the binding kinetics are somewhat different from NO binding to an intact 
active site (Figure 18B). Subsequent oxidation of the low-spin hemes as 
observed for H-WT (and previously in [129]) was completely abolished in 
the FeB-less cNOR (data not shown). A calculated energy profile for NO 
reduction by cNOR promoting the cis:b3 mechanism was published 
previously [68, 70] (Figure 19A). The calculated mechanism shows that 
binding of a second NO molecule to the active site results in formation of a 
hyponitrite (H intermediate), which is bound to FeB via both oxygen atoms. 
This means that without FeB presumably only one NO can bind to heme b3 
and binding of the second NO molecule and subsequent NO reduction is not 
possible. This reaction scheme is supported by our results. 

 
After identification of NorQ and NorD as chaperones involved in FeB 

cofactor insertion we investigated the structure and function of both proteins 
in more detail in Paper III. We found that NorQ and NorD can be 
heterologously overexpressed in E. coli and co-purified by using a His-tag 
on NorD, which indicated that the two proteins form a complex. Complex 
formation with a VWA domain protein was observed previously for 
homologous CbbQ (~50 % identity to NorQ) [79, 89].  Size exclusion 
chromatography and Blue native PAGE analysis showed that NorQD forms 
various oligomeric states. Although a precise stoichiometry for NorQD 
could not be determined, the major component (~500 kDa) was consistent 
with a hexamer of NorQ that binds multiple copies of NorD. We were able 
to express NorQ alone in absence of NorD. However, expression of NorD 
without NorQ yielded mostly insoluble protein. It could be that NorQD 
complex formation renders NorD soluble. Another possibility is that NorQ 
has a primary role in ATP-dependent disaggregation of NorD similar to the 
function of other AAA+ disaggregation chaperones like ClpB [130].  

We used mutants of the WB motif (E109Q) in the AAA+ module of 
NorQ alone (NorQWB) and of the NorQD complex (NorQWBD) in single-
particle cryo-EM experiments. The cryo-EM data showed that NorQWB 
assembled as a hexameric ring (Figure 20). Interestingly, some of the 
calculated 3D models indicate that NorQWB rings are asymmetric (thus 
deviating from perfect six-fold symmetry) and that there is a population of 
open (“broken”) rings (Figure 20A and B). Recent structural data of other 
AAA+ ATPases suggest that asymmetric and open ring assemblies often 
represent mechanistic intermediates in AAA+ function [92-96]. 
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Figure 20: Ab initio models (A) and refined models (B and C) of NorQ
WB

 from 

cryo-EM experiments. (A) Two initial models were processed without (C1) and with 
six-fold symmetry constraints (C6), which are shown in blue and grey color, 
respectively. (B) A model after refinement and without using symmetry constraints is 
shown in blue. A second model (grey) was built, for which six-fold symmetry was 
applied and later relaxed. (C) A model at ~8 Å was built (grey surface) with six-fold 
symmetry applied, which is shown in a rigid body fit to the crystal structure of cso-
CbbQ from H. neapolitanus (blue cartoon) (PDB: 5C3C) [89]. The image was 
produced using the UCSF Chimera package [131]. The figure was taken from 

Paper III.     
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A refined model of NorQWB built with six-fold symmetry constraints 
matched the crystal structure of homologous cso-CbbQ from 
H. neapolitanus [89] relatively well (Figure 20C) supporting accuracy of the 
model. The micrographs with NorQWBD showed relatively high protein 
precipitation levels and heterogeneous particles, which prevented calculation 
of a 3D map of the complex. However, 2D class averages of NorQWBD 
indicate that NorD binds to a hexameric assembly of NorQ.  

We could show that NorQ (within the NorQD complex) is a functional 
ATPase having a similar activity (19 nmol mg-1min-1) as homologous cso-
CbbQ (30 nmol mg-1min-1) [89]. A mutation of the WB motif led to a 
significant decrease in ATPase activity. The same mutation, in context of the 
complete nor operon, yielded inactive cNOR assayed in detergent-
solubilized membranes. This indicates that an AAA+ motor function is 
needed for FeB assembly in cNOR. We also tested the conserved MIDAS 
residues in the VWA domain [80] of NorD by mutagenesis. For such 
mutants a NorQD complex could still be co-purified, suggesting that the 
VWA domain is most likely used to bind cNOR but not NorQ. Mutagenesis 
of the nor operon in connection with activity measurements in membranes 
showed that the VWA domain is also essential for production of active 
cNOR.  

  As introduced above (Figure 9) VWA domains often promote protein-
protein interactions via a divalent metal ion coordinated by the MIDAS 
residues and by an additional acidic residue from the binding protein [80]. 
Our data indicates that the VWA domain is used to bind cNOR (see 
discussion above) and that an interaction would occur in the cytoplasm since 
NorQ and NorD do not contain a signal peptide [132]. Mutagenesis 
experiments followed by metal analysis and activity measurements suggest 
that two conserved residues (D220 and E222) located at the cytoplasmic 
surface of cNOR are essential for FeB cofactor insertion and that both 
residues possibly interact with the VWA domain of NorD. Considering the 
relatively long distance of both residues to the active site (~35 Å) and the 
absence of proton uptake pathways from the cytoplasm in cNOR [9, 66] we 
find it unlikely that the observed effects are due to structural defects induced 
directly by a mutation of the tested residues to alanine. D220 and E222 are 
located at the cytoplasmic end of TM helix VII and the very same helix 
contributes two histidines for coordination of FeB at the active site [9]. An 
alignment of the cNOR [9] and qNOR [26] crystal structures revealed that 
D220 and E222 in cNOR co-localize with the entrance of the water channel 
found in qNOR. The water channel indicates that some TM helices in qNOR 
are less tightly packed, which could be linked to the fact that qNOR can 
assemble the FeB cofactor site without help of any assisting chaperones. In 
cNOR, lacking the water channel, the FeB site might be accessible only with 
the help of chaperones (such as NorQD), possibly by transient rearrangement 
of TM helices. 
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Experiments in crude membrane extracts showed that FeB-lacking and 
inactive cNOR can be re-activated by addition of NorQD showing an 
increase in FeB levels (2-fold) and NO reduction activity (2.5-fold). 
However, WT activity could not be fully restored (only 20 % of WT) 
indicating that experimental conditions were limiting (e.g. availability of 
ATP or iron) or that NorQD primarily targets a not fully folded assembly 
intermediate of cNOR. 

Based on our experimental data and on the function of homologous 
proteins [79] we proposed a model for NorQD-dependend FeB cofactor 
assembly in cNOR (Figure 21). This mechanism involves binding of 
hexameric NorQ, which uses NorD as an adaptor for binding the 
cytoplasmic surface of cNOR. Interaction of the C-terminal VWA domain of 
NorD with cNOR is metal ion-dependent and requires binding of two 
conserved acidic surface residues in NorB. ATP-dependent remodeling 
carried out by the motor function of NorQ induces conformational changes 
in cNOR (possibly via TM helix VII) that makes the FeB site accessible from 
the bulk and/or modulates Fe affinity at the active site.  
          

 

Figure 21: Proposed model for NorQD-dependent activation of cNOR. 
(1) Hexameric NorQ (blue) uses one or multiple copies of NorD (green) as an 
adaptor in order to interact with cNOR (grey) from the cytoplasmic side. Interaction 
of NorQD with cNOR occurs via metal (purple) -dependent binding of the VWA 
domain of NorD with NorB (light grey) involving exposed surface residues D220 
and E222. (2) The ATP-dependent motor function of NorQ induces conformational 
changes (directly or transmitted via the NorD adaptor) in NorB at the TM helix VII, 
which modulates accessibility and/or affinity of the Fe binding site in NorB. 
(3) Once the FeB site is assembled and cNOR function is restored, the NorQD 
complex unbinds cNOR. The figure was taken from Paper III. 
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It is also worth mentioning that, in contrast to our proposed mechanism, 
insertion of copper cofactors into O2-reducing HCuOs occurs from the 
periplasm involving specific copper delivery proteins [22, 27]. Although 
NorQD appears to bind cNOR from the cytoplasm it is possible that 
structural remodeling of cNOR leads to more effective iron uptake from the 
periplasmic side. We find it unlikely that NorQ and NorD are involved in 
direct delivery of iron based on what is known about homologous proteins. 
However, other (not identified) proteins involved in iron delivery might be 
present. The proposed mechanism is similar to what was suggested for 
activation of bacterial rubisco involving a VWA adaptor protein (CbbO) and 
a MoxR AAA+ ATPase (CbbQ), of which the latter has high sequence 
identity (~50 %) with NorQ [79]. 

 
In Paper IV we looked at the impact of a membrane environment on 

cNOR function by reconstitution of the detergent-solubilized enzyme into 
lipid nanodiscs and proteoliposomes. For this study we produced 
proteoliposomes with an expected diameter of 30-40 nm using sonication. 
For nanodiscs we used the MSP1E3D1 construct, which yields membrane 
patches with a diameter of about 13 nm [123]. A comparison between 
nanodiscs and proteoliposomes is more straightforward with reconstituted 
cNOR than with a proton pumping HCuO. As cNOR is non-
electrogenic [30], no gradient is formed over the proteoliposome membrane 
during turnover that might affect measurements. The protein:lipid ratios for 
the tested membrane mimetics were adjusted to yield nanodiscs and 
proteolipsomes that are either empty or contain presumably only one copy of 
cNOR.  

We varied the phospholipid composition in the membrane mimetics to 
study the effect of different types of lipids. The membrane mimetics were 
produced using either a crude extract of soybean lipids or using a defined 
mixture of four synthetic lipids to mimic the major lipid components of the 
P. denitrificans membrane [30, 133, 134]. The synthetic lipid mixture 
contained a larger fraction of negatively charged lipids with the same fatty 
acid chain length (18C), whereas the composition of the soybean extract was 
more diverse. The latter contained charged as well as neutral lipids different 
in chain length (18C and 16C) and in the degree of saturation. 

We found that multiple turnover activity with NO was not or only slightly 
increased for cNOR in nanodiscs, whereas proteoliposomes showed a 
2-3-fold increase in activity compared to detergent-solubilized 
enzyme (Figure 22). Although cNOR activity was also influenced by the 
type of lipids used, showing higher activity for the synthetic lipid mixture 
compared to soybean lipids in both membrane mimetics, the strongest effects 
were associated with a larger and possibly more fluid [124] membrane. We 
believe that the observed effects in steady-state activity are directly linked to 
ETPT to the active site, which showed a similar trend as discussed below. 
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Figure 22: Multiple turnover activity with NO of detergent-solubilized cNOR 

(Detergent) compared to cNOR in nanodiscs (ND) and proteoliposomes (Lip). For 
membrane mimetics soybean lipids (Soy) and a synthetic lipid mixture mimicking the 
P. denitrificans membrane (P. den.) were compared. The data are presented 
normalized to the activity of detergent-solubilized cNOR and are shown as the mean 
value (± SD, n=2-3). The statistical significance of a change in activity compared to 
cNOR in detergent is shown as *, p<0.05, **, p<0.01 and ***p<0.001. The figure 
was taken from Paper IV.   

As observed in previous studies, we found CO binding kinetics to be 
biphasic in CO recombination experiments for all conditions tested (data not 
shown) [72, 126]. It was suggested that biphasic CO binding to the high-spin 
heme originates from two populations showing rather subtle changes in the 
conformation of the heme b3 site [66]. Our data showed that the rate constant 
for each phase remained nearly unchanged in different membrane 
environments but we observed an increase of the relative amplitude of the 
faster phase leading to faster “average” CO binding kinetics. CO binding 
was fastest for proteoliposomes containing soybean lipids and thus the data 
did not follow the trend of NO steady-state activity (Figure 22). It is possible 
that insertion into a lipid bilayer leads to structural rearrangements in cNOR. 
This could affect the reduction potential and/or conformation of the heme b3 
site, which might determine if CO binding is fast or slow. 

Our data from flow-flash experiments (not shown), looking at one 
turnover of cNOR reacting with 1 mM O2, are consistent with NO multiple 
turnover activity in the tested samples (Figure 22). Again, only minor effects 
were observed after reconstitution of cNOR into lipid nanodiscs. In contrast, 
O2 binding was significantly faster in proteoliposomes with synthetic lipids 
(τ ~ 13 µs) and soybean lipids (τ ~ 20 µs) compared to detergent-solubilized 
enzyme (τ ~ 30 µs). Faster binding of hydrophobic ligands, such as O2 and 
CO, could be a result of a higher solubility of these gases in the hydrophobic 
membrane [135] and might thus be explained by a higher occupancy of 
binding sites in the gas channel of cNOR [9]. However, CO and O2 binding 
clearly showed different trends for different membrane mimetics.  
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We believe that CO binding is mostly dependent on protein dynamics 
(e.g. conformational changes influencing the heme b3 site), whereas O2 
binding might be insensitive to such structural changes and could rather be 
determined by dynamics of the substrate channel.  

Electron transfer to the active site of cNOR was previously described as 
coupled to and rate limited by proton transfer [72]. This ETPT phase, which 
followed O2 binding in the millisecond timescale, was found to be pH-
dependent. This observation was explained by a model, in which a 
protonatable group that is in equilibrium with the bulk pH and is located in 
proximity to the active site, is the direct proton donor needed for H2O 
formation (Figure 17) [72]. In proteoliposomes, but not in nanodiscs, we 
observed an increase in the rate constant of the ETPT phase compared to 
cNOR in detergent. ETPT to the active site is believed to be rate-limiting for 
steady-state activity (for both O2 and NO reduction [72, 136]), which 
explains why the measured multiple turnover rates and ETPT rate constants 
follow the same trend in different membrane environments.    

By performing pH titrations we could further show that a faster ETPT in 
proteoliposomes is not caused by a higher maximum rate constant (kmax) for 
proton transfer to the active site but by a shift of the pKa of the proton 
donor (Figure 23). Compared to detergent-solubilized cNOR this pKa was 
increased by 0.3 and 0.6 pH units in proteoliposomes with soybean lipids 
and synthetic lipids, respectively. However, in nanodiscs no such effect was 
observed. 

  

                     

Figure 23: pH dependency of proton coupled electron transfer (ETPT). The 
observed rate constant (kobs) for the ETPT phase from flow-flash measurements is 
plotted against pH. The fits are shown as continuous lines with same color as the 
corresponding dataset. Detergent-solubilized cNOR (black circles) was compared to 
cNOR in proteoliposomes with soybean lipids (blue triangles) and with synthetic 
lipids mimicking the P. denitrificans membrane (green squares). The figure was 
taken from Paper IV.   
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It is possible that reconstitution of cNOR into a membrane environment 
and that interaction with specific lipids affects the heme reduction potentials 
as it was suggested for cytochrome c oxidase [137]. Modulation of heme 
reduction potentials could explain an increase of the observed rate constants 
of ETPT but not a shift in the pKa of the active site proton donor. The 
observed upshift in the pKa could be due to electrostatic effects caused by the 
negatively charged membrane. This is supported by the fact that the 
synthetic lipid mixture contained more negatively charged lipids than the 
soybean extract. However, since the proton donor was suggested to be near 
the heme b3 propionate region or the calcium binding site [136] it is not clear 
how a group deeply buried in the cNOR structure could be influenced by 
membrane electrostatics. In previous mutational studies of cNOR, a decrease 
in the pKa of the proton donor was found linked to a lower kmax in proton 
transfer [136, 138]. This observation can be explained with a lower driving 
force for proton transfer as predicted by Marcus theory since the difference 
in the pKa of the proton donor and acceptor (presumably an active site 
intermediate) becomes smaller [139]. However, our results showed an 
unchanged observed kmax, which indicated that the membrane environment 
actually caused an increase in kmax compensating the opposing effects from 
an upshift in the pKa.  

It is surprising that the nanodiscs showed no effects in ETPT since cNOR 
is assumed to be in contact with the same lipid components as in the 
proteoliposomes. Our results thus indicate that other properties of the 
membrane such as lipid fluidity, which is less pronounced in nanodiscs 
[124, 125], and the degree of membrane curvature have an impact on cNOR 
function. 
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Levande organismer är i behov av energiomvandling. Växter och vissa 
bakterier täcker sitt energibehov genom att använda sig av solljus i en 
process som kallas för fotosyntes. Djur och människor däremot får sin energi 
via födan. I våra mitokondrier, cellernas kraftverk, omvandlas denna energi 
till en för organismen användbar form, ATP. Elektroner från molekyler som 
tagits upp från maten överförs till syre som vi andats in. Detta sker med hjälp 
av elektrontransportkedjan vilken är lokaliserad i mitokondriernas hölje, det 
inre membranet. Denna så kallade andningskedjan frisätter energi, som i sin 
tur används för att producera ATP, cellens allmänna energivaluta. 

Även bakterier kan producera energi genom att reducera syre från luften 
och de enzymer som är delaktiga i andningskedjan är förvånansvärt lika de 
mänskliga motsvarigheterna. I motsats till oss människor kan vissa bakterier 
också ’andas’ utan närvaro av syre genom att överföra elektroner till andra 
molekyler istället, ett exempel är kväveföreningar. Kvävemonoxid reduktas 
(NOR) är ett enzym som för över elektroner till kvävemonoxid vilket 
resulterar i att lustgas och vatten bildas. En del lustgas frisätts därvid till 
atmosfären. Denna bakteriella process förstärks av oss människor genom en 
ökande användning av gödsel inom jordbruket och närvaron av dessa 
bakterier i reningsverk. Lustgas är en potent växthusgas så denna utveckling 
har även konsekvenser för det globala klimatet.  

Ungefär en tredjedel av proteinerna i cellen innehåller metalljoner som 
kan ha väldigt olika funktioner. NOR innehåller järnjoner och behöver dem 
för att både kunna binda till och att föra över elektroner till kvävemonoxid. 
En del av min doktorsavhandling syftar till att få en bättre förståelse för den 
exakta mekanismen för hur metalljonerna i NOR katalyserar omvandlingen 
av kvävemonoxid till lustgas.  

När proteiner tillverkas i cellen är det ofta andra hjälpproteiner, så kallade 
chaperoner, som säkerställer att metalljonerna inkorporeras på rätt ställe. I 
detta arbete har vi identifierat två olika chaperoner som behövs för att 
placera järnjonerna i NOR. Våra resultat tyder på att chaperonerna ändrar 
NORs tredimensionella struktur och på så sätt optimerar dess järnupptag. 
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Som en del av elektrontransportkedjan är NOR inbäddad i det bakteriella 
cellmembranet och betecknas därför som ett membranprotein. Biologiska 
membran består i huvudsak av lipider och proteiner och avgränsar cellen 
från sin omvärld. För att kunna undersöka membranproteiner i ett 
laboratorium behöver de ofta renas fram och följaktligen separeras från sin 
naturliga omgivning, membranet. I detta arbete visar vi, med NOR som 
exempel, att interaktioner med membranet och dess lipider har en betydlig 
påverkan på membranproteiners funktion. 
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Populärwissenschaftliche Zusammenfassung 

Die Umwandlung von Energie ist ein universales Merkmal von lebenden 
Organismen. Pflanzen und manche Bakterien decken ihren Energiebedarf 
durch Nutzung des Sonnenlichts durch Betreiben von Photosynthese. Tiere 
und auch wir Menschen hingegen nehmen die Energie mittels der Nahrung 
auf und in den Mitochondrien, den Kraftwerken der Zelle, wird diese 
Energie in eine nutzbare Form, als ATP, umgewandelt. Elektronen, welche 
von den Nahrungsmolekülen stammen, werden mittels einer Elektronen-
transportkette in der mitochondrialen Membran auf den eingeatmeten 
Sauerstoff übertragen. Während dieser sogenannten Atmungskette wird 
Energie frei, welche wiederum von der Zelle für die Produktion von ATP, 
der allgemeinen Energiewährung der Zelle, genutzt wird.  

Auch Bakterien können mittels Reduktion von Luftsauerstoff Energie 
gewinnen und die an der Atmungskette beteiligten Enzyme sind ihren 
menschlichen Gegenstücken erstaunlicherweise sehr ähnlich. Im Gegensatz 
zu uns Menschen können manche Bakterien jedoch auch in Abwesenheit 
von Sauerstoff „atmen“ indem sie Elektronen auf andere Moleküle, z.B. 
Stickstoffverbindungen, übertragen. Die Stickstoffmonoxid Reduktase 
(NOR) ist ein Enzym, welches Elektronen auf Stickstoffmonoxid überträgt 
unter Bildung von Lachgas und Wasser. Ein Teil des Lachgases gelangt 
dabei in die Atmosphäre. Dieser bakterielle Vorgang wird in Klärwerken 
und durch die übermäßige Nutzung von Düngemitteln in der Landwirtschaft  
durch Menschenhand noch verstärkt. Da Lachgas ein sehr potentes 
Treibhausgas ist, hat dies auch Auswirkungen auf das globale Klima. 

Ungefähr ein Drittel aller Proteine in der Zelle enthalten Metall-Ionen mit 
unterschiedlichsten Funktionen. NOR enthält Eisen-Ionen und benötigt diese 
für das Binden von Stickstoffmonoxid sowie für den Transfer von 
Elektronen zu diesem. Teil dieser Arbeit war es ein besseres Verständnis für 
den genauen Mechanismus zu erhalten wie Metall-Ionen in NOR die 
Umwandlung von Stickstoffmonoxid zu Lachgas katalysieren, das heißt 
beschleunigen.  
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Bei der Herstellung von Proteinen durch die Zelle ist der zielgenaue 
Einbau bestimmter Metallionen häufig abhängig von Helfer-Proteinen, 
sogenannter Chaperone. In dieser Arbeit haben wir zwei Chaperone 
identifiziert, welche für den Einbau von Eisen in NOR benötigt werden. 
Unsere Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die untersuchten Chaperone die 
dreidimensionale Struktur von NOR verändern und somit für die Aufnahme 
von Eisen optimieren. 

Als ein Teil der Elektronentransportkette ist NOR eingebettet in die 
bakterielle Zellmembran und wird daher als Membranprotein bezeichnet. 
Biologische Membranen bestehen hauptsächlich aus Lipiden und Proteinen 
und grenzen die Zelle nach außen hin ab. Für die Untersuchung von 
Membranproteinen im Laboratorium werden diese häufig aufgereinigt und 
daher aus ihrer natürlichen Umgebung, der Membran, herausgelöst. In dieser 
Arbeit zeigen wir anhand von NOR, dass die Funktionalität von 
Membranproteinen maßgeblich von deren Interaktion mit der Membran und 
deren Lipiden beeinflusst sein kann.   
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